
Opportunisti Adaptation in Spae-Based RobotColonies: Appliation to Site PreparationLynne E. Parker� and David JungOak Ridge National LaboratoryTerry Huntsberger and Paolo PirjanianJet Propulsion LaboratoryABSTRACTA neessary preursor to the human exploration of Mars is a ontinuouslyoperating robot olony that an funtion suessfully over a period ofyears. Suh a robot olony would be useful not only in inreasing ourknowledge about Mars, but also in paving the way for human explorationby deploying the infrastruture needed to support humans. For theserobot olonies to be suessful over a long period of time, they mustbe able to opportunistially adapt to their environment and the robotolony on�guration, responding reliably to the dynami hanges thatwill inevitably our over time. This paper explores these issues in theontext of robot olonies for the site preparation task { a task identi�ed byNASA as an important preursor to human missions to Mars. We identifythe important issues driving the need for opportunisti adaptation in sitepreparation and desribe our planned approah to addressing this task,along with our planned robot experiments.KEYWORDS:Multi-robot teams, adaptation, robot olonies, spae ap-pliations, site preparation.INTRODUCTIONA primary hallenge in the suessful deployment of roboti olonies to other planetsand the moon is the ability to ontrol the distributed team of robots so that theyahieve their mission e�etively and eÆiently in the midst of highly unpreditableand unertain environments. For these robot olonies to be suessful over a longperiod of time, they must be able to opportunistially adapt to their environmentand the robot olony on�guration, responding reliably to the dynami hanges thatwill inevitably our over time, suh as hanges in the environment or inrementalvariations in robot performane apabilities.The ability to adapt to these types of dynami hanges is espeially important inmulti-robot appliations, sine the e�ets of individual robot ations propagate arossthe entire olony. A robot olony with stati apabilities will not be able to ontinuallyahieve its goals over time as the system of robots and the environment drifts furtherand further from the original state. One important onsequene of dynami hangesin lifelong multi-robot systems is that ontinuing drift in individual robot apabilities�Corresponding author's email: ParkerLE�Ornl.gov. This artile has been authored by a on-trator of the U. S. Government under Contrat No. DE-AC05-96OR22464. The U.S. Governmentretains a nonexlusive, royalty-free liense to publish or reprodue the published form of this ontri-bution, or allow others to do so, for U. S. Government purposes. Researh sponsored in part by theEngineering Researh Program of the OÆe of Basi Energy Sienes, U. S. Department of Energy.
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DeployFigure 1: State diagram of omplete mission to establish solar PV tent array.reates a team of heterogeneous robots, even if the original team was designed tobe homogeneous. Thus, mehanisms for generating lifelong robot olonies must ofneessity deal with the issue of heterogeneity among robot team members.Furthermore, the hallenge is made more diÆult in applying robot teams tomissions that require the interation with, and alteration of the planetary surfae.One suh mission is the site preparation task { an appliation identi�ed by NASA asan important preursor mission for human exploration of Mars. Due to the limitedknowledge of planetary surfae onditions and their impats upon engineered systems(inluding robots), system designers annot expet to be able to fully predit thevariety of irumstanes or fault modes that robot teams may experiene. Thus, tobuild robot teams that are survivable in these harsh environments, system designersmust provide robots with the ability to opportunistially adapt to the variety ofdynami hanges they may experiene.In this artile, we desribe the issues in the site preparation task that require op-portunisti adaptation in the robot team. We desribe our formulation of the problemand our planned approah to addressing this problem to ahieve opportunisti adap-tation in the site preparation task.THE SITE PREPARATION TASKTo ground the onepts developed for survivable robot olonies, the site preparationtask has been seleted as a proof-of-priniple appliation domain. NASA has identi�edthe site preparation task as an important prerequisite for human missions to Mars[3℄. This task is also of interest sienti�ally to the robotis �eld beause it requiresteams of robots to work together to physially alter outdoor terrains. As noted byHuntsberger et al. in [2℄, the site preparation task has many parallels with boxpushing { a task that has been studied frequently in multi-robot systems researh(e.g., [7, 5, 1, 8, 4℄). However, the Martian site preparation task is more hallenging,beause it also requires the leveling of soil. These previous researh e�orts did notaddress this diÆult aspet of the site preparation task.The site preparation task �ts within the larger ontext of the need to deploy PVtent arrays in preparation for human missions to Mars. Figure 1 shows the series oftasks that must be undertaken to solve this omplete mission. First, a site must beseleted for the PV tent array. This is aomplished through an analysis of satelliteimages and ground penetrating radar by NASA sientists and engineers to seletthe site that has a low density of roks and partially buried roks, and a relativelylevel terrain. One the site has been seleted the roboti vehiles are landed nearby,followed by the initiation of site preparation. One a portion of the site has been



Figure 2: Illustration of site preparation task.leared, the task of transporting the PV tent arrays to the site an begin, followed byPV tent deployment. Site preparation, transport, and deployment an take plae inparallel or serially to inrementally set up working PV tent arrays while further sitepreparation is ongoing.A spei�ation of the exat requirements for site preparation is still an open issue,for whih NASA has not provided spei� guidane. Thus, we have analyzed this taskin light of the planned needs for human presene on Mars, as well as the realities ofthe planned roboti systems available for Mars site preparation, and have developedthe following task analysis. Our solution and approah to opportunisti adaptationin this appliation domain is based upon this task analysis.The site preparation task, illustrated in Figure 2, requires an area of approxi-mately 50m x 100m to be leared of roks and obstrutions and to be leveled (e.g.,dithes �lled in) suÆiently to allow the solar PV tent arrays and the human habitatto be deployed. We assume that a map generated from satellite views and groundpenetrating radar is available, along with appropriate analysis software, to enable therobot team to determine the burial depth of roks in the area. We assume that thearea identi�ed for site preparation an be marked by radio beaons, or pseudolites,whih the robots an sense for positioning. We further assume that the roks to beremoved from the site an either be pushed outside the area (leaving a suitable pathinto and out of the area), or an be pushed to a ommon olletion point. A numberof onstraints on an aeptable solution make the site preparation problem partiu-larly hallenging and interesting, and illustrate the need for opportunisti adaptation.Several of the most important of these onstraints are as follows:� Limited team size: Due to pratial payload limitations in launhing sub-systems from Earth, only a limited number of robots may be available for thistask { on the order of 4-5 robots, rather than dozens or hundreds. Thus, asolution to the site preparation problem must enable the expliit ooperationof a few mobile robots, rather than relying on the redundany of large numbersof robots and suÆient mission exeution time to generate robustness in simplerobots \for free".� \Ieberg" problem: Robots must be able to handle the \ieberg" problem,in whih portions of roks visible at the surfae may only be a small fration ofthe total rok body, most of whih is buried underneath the ground.



� Limited robot power: Rough estimates of power requirements for rok push-ing indiate that robots will only have about 1 hour of ontinuous operationbefore they must reharge.� Limited daylight: Based upon the expeted battery harateristis and lengthof Martian days at the landing site, robots are expeted to have approximately6.5 hours of work time, about half of whih will be spent reharging batteries.Thus, the time eah day available for mission exeution is quite limited.� Heterogeneous robots: Due to intentional design or robot drift over time,the robots available to perform site preparation may di�er in apabilities. Thisleads to the need for deision-making to ensure an appropriate mapping ofrobots to tasks.� Need for inremental progress: Due to unertainties in robot reliability andother unexpeted events, it is desirable to systematially inrease the ontiguousarea that is leared, rather than learing small (but unusable) pathes through-out the 50m x 100m area. By ontinually enlarging the area that is leared, therobots will make inremental progress towards the goal and generate at leastsome usable area before potential system failures prevent further progress.APPROACH TO SITE PREPARATIONSolution FormulationThe primary ontrol issue in solving the site preparation problem is a ontinuousdetermination of whih ations individual robots should take throughout their missionto aomplish the site preparation task under the above onstraints. This probleman be formulated as a global optimization problem. However, sine omplete globalinformation for the entire task will never be known (due to unexpeted events in thefuture, unertainty in sensing and ation, and impreise information regarding theterrain), an optimal solution for the entire mission annot be generated. Instead, anoptimum solution an be attempted for the next time window, �t, during whih weassume that the urrent onditions remain onstant. Thus, we obtain the followingfuntion that should be minimized at time t over the next �t time window:f(t;�t) =Xi (w1 � eri(a[l; s; p℄) + w2(t)� 1=(t))for all funtioning robots ri , where:a[l; s; p℄ = motions of robot during time window �t, having integratedlength l, slope s, and pushing e�ort peri(a[l; s; p℄) = energy required for robot ri to perform motions a[l; s; p℄(t) = umulative ontiguous area leared at time t (de�ned as thearea suh that (1) the densities of roks above ertain heights inthat area are less than prede�ned amounts, and (2) the variationin the area's terrain slope is less than a prede�ned angle)w1 = weight on energy termw2(t) = weight on umulative area term (grows monotoniallyas t inreases)This optimization funtion ensures that an inreased emphasis is plaed on grow-ing ontiguous leared areas and that robots selet tasks that inrease the leared



areas while still minimizing energy usage (e.g., avoiding pushing roks up hills, ifpossible). Note that the energy funtion is unique for eah robot, to allow for het-erogeneous robot apabilities. This funtion takes into aount all the problem on-straints identi�ed in the previous setion exept the urrent battery life of the robot.The reharging behavior of the robot an easily be made a separate behavior, whenassuming that it is better to have a robot perform produtive site preparation taskswhenever its battery is harged.To minimize this funtion, a series of tasks must be seleted for eah robot suhthat the ombined energy usage for eah robot to move along a path of a given in-tegrated length and slope, and using a given integrated pushing e�ort is as small aspossible. The seletion of tasks for eah robot, however, is not a trivial deision,and must opportunistially adapt over time. This seletion must take into aounta number of issues, suh as (1) the tradeo�s between ontinuing a urrent task andstopping to help another vehile, (2) the need to manage battery reserve, (3) prox-imity to other vehiles, (4) giving up a task if you need help that is not provided,(5) determining the next best rok to move, (6) determining tradeo�s between rokpushing and soil leveling, and so forth. The omputation of the energy funtion musttake all of these issues into aount.Inorporation into ALLIANCEAs a framework for ontrol, this optimization funtion will be mapped into ourpreviously-developed ALLIANCE framework [6℄ to enable individual robot teammem-bers to eÆiently and robustly selet their ations throughout their mission, and toadapt to dynami events as they our. The ALLIANCE framework is a behavior-based, distributed ontrol tehnique that has been demonstrated to enable robot teammembers to automatially selet appropriate ations even in the midst of sensor andatuator unertainties, robot apability drift, and varying team ompositions in apotentially dynami and unertain environment.Unlike typial behavior-based approahes, ALLIANCE delineates several behaviorsets that are either ative as a group or are hibernating. Eah behavior set of a robotorresponds to those levels of ompetene required to perform some high-level task-ahieving funtion. Beause of the alternative goals that may be pursued by therobots, the robots must have some means of seleting the appropriate behavior set toativate. This ation seletion is ontrolled through the use of motivational behaviors,eah of whih ontrols the ativation of one behavior set. Due to oniting goals,only one behavior set is ative at any point in time. However, other lower-levelompetenies suh as ollision avoidane may be ontinually ative regardless of thehigh-level goal the robot is urrently pursuing.The motivational behavior mehanism is based upon the use of two mathematially-modeled motivations within eah robot { impatiene and aquiesene { to ahieveadaptive ation seletion. Using the urrent rates of impatiene and aquiesene,as well as sensory feedbak and knowledge of other team member ativities, a moti-vational behavior omputes a level of ativation for its orresponding behavior set.One the level of ativation has rossed the threshold, the orresponding behavior setis ativated, and the robot has seleted an ation. The motivations of impatiene andaquiesene allow robots to take over tasks from other team members (i.e., beomeimpatient) if those team members do not demonstrate their ability { through theire�et on the world { to aomplish those tasks. Similarly, they allow a robot to giveup its own urrent task (i.e., aquiese) if its sensory feedbak indiates that adequateprogress is not being made to aomplish that task.
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